Circadian Clocks: Translation Lost
One of the big questions in biological rhythms research is how a stable and precise circa-24 hour oscillation is generated on the molecular level. While increasing complexity seemed to be the key, a recent report suggests that circa-24 hour rhythms can be generated by just four molecules incubated in a test tube.
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The film 'Lost in Translation' uses jet lag to construct its story: two Americans in a Tokyo hotel form a melancholic bond as they meet for days on end at odd times during the night, unable to sleep. Sleep propensity is controlled by at least two factors: the amount of time since we last slept, and our circadian clock. The latter is of great interest to both science and society -far beyond the luxury 'disease' of jet lag -because it regulates processes from gene expression to behaviour.
One of the burning questions in circadian research is how a limited set of molecules, so called 'clock' genes and proteins, can foster biochemical oscillations with such a long period. Not surprisingly, the models, explaining how circadian rhythms are generated at the molecular level have become highly complex. But a Japanese group [1] The fact that the metabolic pacemaker oscillates in both light and darkness while the TTL is only rhythmic in light points to another important aspect in circadian physiology, namely measuring changing daylength over the course of the year. The metabolic pacemaker and the TTL may be candidates for a 'morning' and an 'evening' oscillator which have been postulated for several circadian systems [20] . Their interaction could enable Synechococcus to anticipate and adapt to its highly seasonal habitat.
Transcription and translation are surely not entirely lost from any circadian clock, but these new findings should make us critically assess what clock properties they contribute to the circadian system, such as how much are they involved in keeping people awake during jet-lag. The physiology and behaviour that the Synechococcus clock regulates via transcription is an output of the clock but it obviously also supports the system via feedback (zeitnehmer). We clearly still have to understand much more about how rhythm generation, transcription, translation, inputs and outputs interact before we can put this story to bed.
